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Abstract 

 

Purpose – The paper considers prospects for UK REITs, which were introduced on 1st 

January 2007. It specifically focuses on the potential influence of depreciation and 

expenditure on income and distributions. 

 

Methodology / Approach – First, the ways in which depreciation can affect vehicle 

earnings and value are discussed. This is then set in the context of the specific rules and 

features of REITs. An analysis using property income and expenditure data from 

Investment Property Databank (IPD) then assesses what gross and net income for a UK 

REIT might have been like for the period 1984-2003. 

 

Findings – A UK REIT must distribute at least 90% of net income from its property 

rental business. Expenditure, therefore, plays a significant part in determining what 

funds remain for distribution. Over 1984-2003, expenditure has absorbed 20% of gross 

income and been a source of earnings volatility, which would have been exacerbated by 

gearing. 

 

Implications – Expenditure must take place to help UK REITs maintain and renew their 

real estate portfolios. In view of this, investors should moderate expectations of a high 

and stable income return, although it may well still be so relative to alternative 

investments. 
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Originality / value – Previous literature on depreciation has not quantified amounts 

spent on portfolios to keep depreciation at those rates. Nor, to our knowledge, has its 

ideas been placed in the indirect investor context. 

 

Keywords – depreciation, capital expenditure, income distribution, UK REITs 

 

Paper type – Research paper 
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Introduction 

 

Over the last three years, there has been serious debate regarding the introduction of a 

quoted tax-transparent real estate investment vehicle into the UK. This has culminated in 

the passing of legislation in the Finance Act 2006 that enables real estate investment 

companies to convert to tax transparent status provided they meet certain rules. The 

new vehicles will be known as UK REITs. It has been argued that the introduction of UK 

REITs will increase investment in property (particularly by small investors), encourage 

regeneration, facilitate the supply of housing and enable assets currently held offshore 

for tax reasons to be brought back within the UK regulatory system (BPF/IPF/RICS, 

2004a). Whether any of these ambitions can be realised depends on the structure of the 

new vehicles and the success of their launch. 

 

Long established examples of tax transparent vehicles exist in the shape of Real Estate 

Investment Trusts (REITs) in the United States and the Australian Listed Property Trusts 

(LPTs). However, it was proposals for such vehicles in other European countries that 

helped accelerate the debate in the UK. In particular, the successful introduction in 2003 

of Societes d’Investissements Immobiliers Cotees (SIICs) in France led to arguments in 

the UK about the need to maintain national competitiveness. Official proposals soon 

followed, with the Treasury publishing a consultation document in March 2004 (HM 

Treasury, 2004) and a proposed framework for a tax transparent vehicle in the 2005 

Budget (HM Treasury, 2005). Each of these invited feedback from the real estate 

industry and this subsequently helped shape the 2006 legislation, which enables UK 

REITs to appear for accounting periods beginning on or after 1st January 2007. 
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The UK REIT structure should provide investors with returns that are closer to those of 

the direct property market in comparison with shares in current UK listed companies. 

This is because of the obligation on UK REITs to pay out a high proportion of taxable 

income, the removal by government of ‘double taxation’ on that income and other rules 

about their activities and investments. Therefore, it is likely that they will be popular with 

investors, especially in the case of commercial real estate, which in recent years has 

seen a rising volume of direct investment and the launch of many new unlisted products. 

In particular, it is perceived that commercial real estate offers investors a stable and 

relatively high income return, as well as having other advantages such as its role in 

portfolio diversification (IPF, 2005b). 

 

However, it is also well recognised that property investments depreciate in value through 

time and require expenditure to maintain their condition and income earning potential. 

The argument of this paper is that these costs may be higher than generally appreciated, 

because significant expenditure is required to maintain and renew real estate portfolios. 

For indirect investors, this is important because UK REIT distributions are set at a high 

proportion of net income, i.e. income after property related expenditure and other costs 

such as debt interest. Hence, high and stable rental cash flows may not translate into a 

high and stable dividend income stream. This proposition is tested empirically within the 

paper. 

 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, it discusses how depreciation affects 

properties and is thus able to impact on the earnings and value of property investment 

vehicles. The paper then sets out the specific context of the UK REIT. Following this, the 

experience of US REITs with respect to expenditure and distributions is examined, but 
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differences between US and UK accounting regimes and markets mean that the main 

analysis is of historic cash flow data for UK portfolios. The implications of depreciation 

and expenditure for UK REIT investors are then summarised in the conclusion. 

 

 

The Effects of Depreciation 

 

Depreciation can affect the performance and value of real estate vehicles in a number of 

ways. This section sets out how it affects commercial real estate directly and then 

considers how, in turn, depreciation influences real estate vehicle performance and 

management. 

 

Depreciation and Direct Property Investment 

In the context of real estate, depreciation has been defined by Law (2004) as follows: 

 

“the rate of decline in rental [capital] value of an asset (or group of assets) over 

time relative to the asset (or group of assets) valued as new with contemporary 

specification” (Law, 2004: 242). 

 

This definition relates to the economic depreciation of assets, with which this paper is 

primarily concerned. This is distinct from depreciation as used in corporate accounting; a 

method of reducing the book value of assets through time to reflect in company profits 

the consumption of capital assets that will need to be replaced. In the case of the UK, 

such methods have not been allowed for properties held as investments, which must be 

shown in accounts at market value [1]. 
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Whilst this clarifies the concept underlying the discussions that follow, the definition does 

not indicate the causes of such depreciation, which it is helpful to briefly consider. In 

particular, Baum (1991) sets out following causes of depreciation in commercial property 

values: 

 

• Physical deterioration: this relates to the wearing out of the building through time. 

• Building obsolescence: this refers to changes in what is expected from buildings, 

the most obvious source of which are changes in technology that impact upon 

occupier requirements and may render a building’s design or configuration 

redundant. 

• Site value changes: these result from changes in planning, the local environment 

and supply and demand within sub-markets [2]. Technically, they are excluded 

under the definition of depreciation given above, but they also impact upon 

values and are, in practice, extremely difficult to exclude from any measurement 

of depreciation. 

 

These factors can affect rental values and capital values, as they will influence the rent 

that a potential tenant would be prepared to pay and they will have consequences for 

future cashflows either in the form of reduced rents and/or capital expenditure in order to 

combat their effects. 

 

Several studies have attempted to measure the impact of depreciation on property 

values. Those conducted for the UK commercial real estate market include CALUS 

(1986), Baum (1991, 1997), JLW (1987), Barras and Clark (1996) and CEM (1999). The 
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results of these studies are summarised in IPF (2005a), which itself also conducts a 

measurement exercise. Whilst the rates found are interesting, IPF (2005a) noted that all 

of these results were measured after the effects of expenditure. In other words, they 

display a ‘net’ rate, which does not reflect the efforts by investors to restrict depreciation 

to that rate. The full cost of depreciation includes expenditure needed to maintain and 

renew the properties in a portfolio. Later in this paper, expenditure is examined in detail 

so that the effects of depreciation on the income and distributions of UK REITs can be 

better understood. 

 

Depreciation and Indirect Property Investment 

Rental depreciation creates the most basic effect on vehicle performance by reducing 

income received from properties through time. This can be through falls in property 

rental values or through slower rental growth compared to benchmarks, which may 

make a vehicle perform less well than its competitors. Depending on the country and 

sector, lease structures may be able to protect investors from rental depreciation to 

some extent, but eventually property rents will need to adjust either at rent reviews or re-

letting. The implications are that unless rental depreciation is tackled through renewal of 

the property or portfolio, earnings growth will be affected, with knock-on impacts on 

dividends and equity valuation. 

 

Addressing rental depreciation is likely to require expenditure on properties. A certain 

amount of spending may be needed before a building can be re-let, while other repairs 

and improvements can be important in maintaining or improving rental value, particularly 

in the context of competition from other properties and schemes. This spending will have 

an effect on dividends too, as income will be reduced. However, it is worth noting that 
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the consequence for future earnings and dividends of not undertaking expenditure could 

be greater than the present cost. 

 

Both rental depreciation and expenditure requirements influence the yields and capital 

values of vehicle assets. For instance, where depreciation is being caused by functional 

obsolescence, it may make a building of less or no value to occupiers now (reducing 

ERV), require expenditure in order to put right (reducing future income) and mean that 

future cash flows are more uncertain (causing the yield to rise, as the property is more 

risky). This will then feed through into company net asset value (NAV). It will also affect 

vehicle share price, irrespective of whether prices are related directly to NAV, as is the 

case for current UK quoted property companies, or to the future expected cash flows of 

the firm, as is the case for US REITs. 

 

So these relatively simple property level effects can have far-reaching implications for 

the vehicles that own properties and the investors holding the shares or units.  The size 

of the impact will depend on many factors: the size of the vehicle, the nature of the 

properties it owns, the particular causes of depreciation at any one time and a vehicle’s 

structure and flexibility to deal with such risks.  This last point is particularly significant for 

tax transparent vehicles, where distribution rules may constrain expenditure to combat 

depreciation or where other restrictions may prevent declining properties from being re-

developed or traded out of the portfolio.  Current and future earnings can be affected, as 

well as the realisable value of the asset base. 

 

 

UK Rules on Income Distribution 
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In considering the possible impact of depreciation on UK REITs, it is now important to 

set out the rules under which they must operate. These include requirements to: 

 

1. Be a “property rental business”, with 75% of income arising from that business 

and 75% of assets dedicated to it (Finance Act, s 108). However, as long as 

these tests are satisfied, a UK REIT may carry out taxable ancillary activities, 

which can include property (re-)development. 

2. Distribute at least 90% of the profits of the property rental business (Finance Act, 

s 107). This does not include capital gains from selling property, though, which 

can either be distributed or re-invested in the portfolio (Finance Act, s 118). 

 

The qualifications to each requirement are important, as they appear to give UK REITs 

flexibility to manage depreciation and renew their portfolios. Also important is the fact 

that distributions will be from profits rather than gross income. It had been initially 

suggested by government that UK REITs should distribute at least 90% of income 

“before depreciation” (HM Treasury, 2004: 21), but this was later recognised as 

unsuitably high, with 95% and then 90% of profits proposed instead. While these steps 

have, on the face of it, reduced the level of dividends to investors, they were critical for 

the proper management of assets. Otherwise, UK REITs could have been left with 

insufficient cash to maintain properties and thus forced to defer expenditure, sell assets 

or make regular capital issues (BPF/IPF/RICS, 2004b; Lizieri, 2004), with potentially 

serious impacts on vehicle performance and success. 
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The rules address concerns raised during the consultation process about the ability of 

the UK REIT to manage depreciation. However, questions remain about what the effect 

of depreciation on vehicle returns might be, particularly with regard to distributions. To 

answer these, a natural step would seem to be to explore the experiences of REIT 

structures in other countries, particularly those of the long-established US REIT. Hence, 

the paper now examines the US situation as a prelude to analysis of UK portfolio data, 

but, in doing so, it highlights a number of reasons why UK REITs will differ. 

 

 

Distributions – the US experience 

 

US REITs are one of the longest standing and most researched tax transparent vehicles 

in existence. There are a large number of articles in the academic literature relating to 

them, but it should be noted that much of this literature is focused on topics such as 

performance, diversification and the nature of returns – to what extent US REITs are real 

estate and to what extent stocks (see reviews of the literature in Corgel et al, 1995 and 

Worzala and Sirmans, 2003). Structural aspects, such as distribution rules, receive less 

attention despite their influence on returns and investor attractiveness.  However, there 

are some studies on US REIT distribution policy from which insights can be gained and 

which provide a link into the wider financial literature on dividends and earnings 

retention. 

 

REIT Income Distributions 

When Real Estate Investment Trusts were introduced in the US in 1960, a high 

compulsory income distribution level of 90% was set, later increased to 95%. These 
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distributions were to be made from net income after the deduction of expenses, interest 

and a depreciation allowance, recognising that: 

 

• Real estate vehicles need the ability to retain some earnings through which 

reinvestment and renewal of the stock can be made. 

• In a particular year, a real estate owner can be faced with significant costs to 

repair and maintain buildings for existing or prospective occupiers. 

 

More recently, in the REIT Modernisation Act 1999, the compulsory distribution level was 

reduced back to 90% of net income. Yet the change did not appear to have a big impact 

on US REIT values, although Howe and Jain (2004) found positive share price reactions 

to the Act as a whole. The reason for this limited impact was that REIT dividends are 

only partially constrained by the minimum distribution requirement. 

 

As noted by Campbell and Sirmans (2002), the average payout by US REITs is often 

over 100% of accounting earnings. In other words, not only are dividends paid in excess 

of the compulsory level, but some payouts are also above recorded net income. This is 

confirmed by the studies of Wang et al (1993) and Bradley et al (1998), with the former 

reporting an average payout ratio of 1.65, where payout ratio is the ratio of dividends to 

reported net income. This was compared to an expected 0.95 if regulation were the only 

driver. Meanwhile, for 2003, IPF (2005a) reported a similar average payout ratio of 1.64, 

whereas regulation alone would point to an average around 0.9. 

 

The reason for these high proportions is that there is a big difference between reported 

net income and the net cash flow that an Equity (property owning) REIT has available to 
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distribute. This difference is created by large provisions for depreciation and 

amortization, associated with a cost treatment of commercial real estate assets in 

accounts. Such provisions are not available to Mortgage REITs and data from IPF 

(2005a) shows that these have an average payout ratio of 0.91, close to the statutory 

limit. 

 

In the US REIT industry, it is recognised that the accounting measure of net income is 

thus not a useful measure of Equity REIT profitability (Yungmann and Taube, 2001). 

Therefore, other measures have been developed, such as Funds From Operations 

(FFO), Adjusted Funds From Operations (AFFO) and Funds Available for Distribution 

(FAD). While these different metrics offer alternative ways of assessing REIT earnings, 

there is a lack of consistency in how they are calculated between firms. In the absence 

of uniform measures, it becomes difficult to assess how much of the gross income from 

properties is required for US REITs to operate and how much can be paid out. 

 

Furthermore, the difference between net income and net cash flow gives US REITs 

flexibility to pursue distribution policies, the reasons for and motivations behind which 

are not straightforward. For instance, Wang et al (1993) suggest several hypotheses to 

explain the high payout ratios observed and differences between the ratios of different 

firms. One strand of argument is rooted in agency cost theory and states that 

shareholders prefer managers to return cash flows rather than keep them within the 

company. Then, when future decisions have to be taken, such as whether to undertake 

a major refurbishment, managers must submit their proposals to the capital markets 

since there are no retained funds. Therefore, greater monitoring of management by the 

investors can take place. 
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However, in examining differences between firms, Bradley et al (1998) argued that their 

results were inconsistent with agency explanations. They related dividend ratios and 

policies to the anticipated volatility in future cash flows, as proxied by variables such as 

firm size, gearing and portfolio diversification. Firms with higher volatility might be 

expected to have higher agency costs and thus pay out more than other firms, but this 

was found not to be the case. The alternative explanation put forward by the authors 

was that dividends are used to convey information about expected earnings, with higher 

payouts signalling more confidence in future cash flows. 

 

Differences between UK and US 

Whether UK REITs will encounter a similar situation and be able to pursue such policies 

is a matter of interest, but it can be quickly shown that this is unlikely to be the case. 

 

Earlier it was stated that UK REITs would be required to show their properties at market 

value in their accounts. Under such a regime, no allowance for depreciation is made to 

offset against taxable income; values change with market conditions rather than being 

written down each year. This difference from the US treatment means that the 

distributable profits of a UK REIT will be much closer to its cash flow and so there is no 

decision to be made about whether some or all of an allowance should be retained. 

 

Even if accounting differences were not a factor, other differences between the countries 

exist that may influence distribution and retention decisions. In particular, a key 

difference lies in the nature of the leases granted in each country. The terms and 

conditions of leases granted will determine whether the REIT or the tenant is responsible 
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for repairs and maintenance. This, in turn, not only influences the pattern of income and 

expenditure, but potentially also the extent and amount of depreciation in the portfolio 

(Baum and Turner, 2004). 

 

For many years, the following lease terms were typical for prime property space in the 

UK. Leases were agreed for long periods, often 25 years, with five year rent review 

intervals and upward-only rent reviews as standard. In addition, repairing and insuring 

costs were passed on to tenants through full repairing and insuring (FRI) clauses. 

Although, in recent years, leases have become shorter and opportunities to break have 

increased, these repairing and rent review provisions still predominate (Crosby et al, 

2005). In the US, leases are shorter on average [3] and more of the repairing obligations 

are borne by the landlord. 

 

This means that, in terms of tackling depreciation, there are more opportunities for the 

US owner to actively manage its buildings and more incentive to do so owing to the need 

to achieve re-lettings more often. In contrast, UK leases have tended towards more 

passive management of the stock. Responsibility for regular maintenance to combat 

physical deterioration is passed to the tenant, especially in single-let buildings, but there 

is no guarantee that the tenant will perform these obligations in the same way and, often, 

they are discharged through payment of a dilapidations charge at the end of the lease 

instead. While, in theory, this compensates the landlord for lost value, the impact of not 

performing work when necessary may mean greater depreciation and cost overall. 

 

More important from the perspective of this paper are the implications that this has for 

income returns on the vehicle. The different lease terms mean differences in the nature 
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of the income received (see Kennedy et al, 2004). In the US, there is a wide difference 

between the gross income received and the net operating incomes (NOI) from which 

distributions are made. In the UK, gross income and NOI are very close together. 

However, the restrictions on tackling depreciation caused by the UK lease structure may 

mean that this small difference between gross income and NOI is artificial, with income 

returns being higher than they should be at the expense of capital return in the short 

term. An alternative angle offered by Baum and Turner (2004) is that under the shorter 

and more flexible (in this case, US) leases, more reinvestment in the stock is taking 

place, which suggests better total returns in the long run, though this is very difficult to 

prove empirically at present. 

 

Hence, the experiences of the US and indeed other jurisdictions are only of limited value 

when assessing the likely returns from the UK REIT because of both accounting and 

property market differences. Yet important insights can be drawn from the differences. In 

particular, a failure to appreciate leasing differences and their effects on income return 

could put a UK REIT at risk of over-distribution in the short term at the expense of its 

long-term capital value. 

 

 

Income from and Expenditure on UK Real Estate 

 

An alternative approach to exploring the impact of depreciation and property expenditure 

on distributable earnings is to look directly at the cash flows of UK property portfolios. In 

effect, the analysis examines the portfolio as if it had been that of a UK REIT operating 

over the period in question. 
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As noted already, depreciation can affect portfolio income in two particular ways: it can 

influence income received through its effect on rental values and it can influence net 

income through its impact on expenditure to maintain and renew the asset base. Whilst 

several previous studies have tried to measure the influence of depreciation on values 

(especially rental values), neither of the above aspects has been explored directly in the 

property investment literature. In this analysis, both gross and net income through time 

for a held sample of properties is presented, where net income is net of expenditure, but 

before debt interest. 

 

Data and method 

The analysis draws on a dataset created for IPF (2005a) from the UK database of IPD, a 

commercial organisation that provides performance measurement and benchmarking 

services to real estate investors. It comprises of a sample of 624 properties that were 

held over the period 1984-2003 (19 years). The sample provides a long run of income 

and expenditure data and is spread across different property types and locations. It also 

includes buildings of different ages as at the start of the period and so simulates a 

diversified portfolio held for 19 years. The data relates to institutional grade property, 

since contributors to IPD in the UK are, predominantly, insurance companies, pension 

funds and publicly-listed property companies. However, it would be expected that UK 

REIT portfolios would be comprised of institutional grade property as well. 

 

As the analysis refers to a held portfolio of properties, the potential influence of trading 

assets is not reflected. A vehicle may be able to improve its income and returns, and 

avoid large costs, by replacing and renewing its portfolio of properties. While this means 
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that the possible benefit of new purchases does not show through in the figures above, 

this is counterbalanced by the fact that there are no retirements in the data either 

(buildings that may have had very bad performance, but which were sold out rather than 

held). Another potential feature is survivor bias, with the sample reflecting properties 

retained by their owners because of superior performance. This was tested in IPF 

(2005a: 50-52) and some out-performance relative to a control sample of properties was 

noted, being 1% per annum in terms of total returns. 

 

For all properties in the sample, records are held on the amount of income received and 

the amount of regular expenditure paid out by owners, including the payment of property 

management fees, as well as the amounts of any irrecoverable capital expenditure that 

takes place. However, work undertaken by tenants in performance of lease obligations 

or costs that are reimbursed to the owner through dilapidations payments or service 

charges are not recorded. Whilst these do not affect the earnings of the owner, it does 

mean that the expenditure recorded probably understates the true running costs of the 

properties. In addition, if the practical consequences of such arrangements are that 

under-investment takes place in the long run, then any long term impacts on earnings 

will be masked. 

 

Nonetheless, from these records, the gross and net income for the sample of properties 

can be calculated. The margin between the two can then be examined, giving investors 

an insight into how much of the income is likely to be required to meet the maintenance 

and refurbishment needs of a UK REIT portfolio. However, it must be borne in mind that, 

while expenditure may alleviate depreciation, it cannot eliminate it entirely. There is a 

well recorded difference between curable and incurable depreciation (Baum, 1994) and 
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redevelopment or renewal of the stock may be required even if expenditure has been 

applied to the curable depreciation element. 

 

For each year over the period 1984-2003, the total income for all the properties was 

computed, as well as two measures of net income.  These were 

 

“Net income”  = Total income – Revenue expenditure 

“Net cash flow” = Total income – (Revenue + capital expenditure) 

 

Total income is mostly the rent receivable on the sample, although there are small 

amounts of other property related income and occasional instances of capital receipts, 

which have also been included. Expenditure is then divided between “revenue” and 

“capital” expenditure. It is classified as revenue expenditure if the spending by the owner 

is for the regular management of the properties. It is classed as capital expenditure 

where funds are for the refurbishment or improvement of the property. 

 

IPD also record “development” expenditure, where cash flows would be entered if any 

property had been redeveloped. However, while the measurement sample contains 

refurbishments, redevelopments are not included. So the analysis reflects revenue and 

capital expenditure to combat curable depreciation, but not the complete replacement of 

buildings which may be needed to solve incurable factors. This also points to 

understatement of property/portfolio running costs and indicates that the net income 

figures calculated here should be taken as an upper bound, since, clearly, this 

redevelopment activity would impact earnings further. As it is based directly on property 

records, the analysis also excludes the impact of gearing. 
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Results 

The results of the income and expenditure investigation for all properties are shown in 

Table I. Further results for the shop, office and industrial sectors of the UK commercial 

property market are then summarised in Table II, with full results presented in the 

appendix. Shops are considered rather ‘All Retails’ owing to the small number of assets 

in the Retail Warehouse and Shopping Centre segments that were held continuously 

over the period in question. 

 

Table I – Income and expenditure for portfolio of 624 properties held over the period 1984-

2003 (figures in millions) 

 

Year 
Total 
income 

IPD defined 
revenue 
expenditure 

Net 
income 

as % of 
gross 
income 

IPD defined 
capital 
expenditure 

Net cash 
flow 

as % of 
gross 
income 

        
1984 91.3 7.5 83.7 92% 12.7 71.1 78% 
1985 98.4 7.0 91.5 93% 17.3 74.2 75% 
1986 103.4 6.6 96.8 94% 12.2 84.6 82% 
1987 117.1 7.0 110.1 94% 13.9 96.3 82% 
1988 131.5 7.8 123.7 94% 19.1 104.6 80% 
1989 155.1 10.1 145.0 93% 47.4 97.6 63% 
1990 181.7 14.1 167.5 92% 12.9 154.7 85% 
1991 208.7 18.4 190.2 91% 15.4 174.8 84% 
1992 216.6 22.0 194.6 90% 8.2 186.4 86% 
1993 226.9 25.7 201.2 89% 7.6 193.6 85% 
1994 227.4 23.5 203.9 90% 29.2 174.7 77% 
1995 224.4 23.9 200.5 89% 41.0 159.5 71% 
1996 232.3 22.3 210.0 90% 36.5 173.5 75% 
1997 242.9 21.4 221.4 91% 13.4 208.0 86% 
1998 236.0 23.6 212.5 90% 14.1 198.4 84% 
1999 243.1 21.2 221.9 91% 28.5 193.4 80% 
2000 250.4 19.8 230.6 92% 33.3 197.3 79% 
2001 268.7 21.5 247.1 92% 36.6 210.6 78% 
2002 280.7 25.9 254.8 91% 25.0 229.8 82% 
2003 287.6 25.9 261.7 91% 17.5 244.2 85% 

Average    91%   80% 
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One of the most striking things about the figures in Table I is the rise in total income over 

the period concerned. The selected period spans a complete property cycle in the UK of 

boom, recession and recovery, but whilst decline in the property market had set in by 

1990, total income on this set of properties does not fall until 1995 and then only by a 

small amount. This illustrates the effect of UK lease structures in protecting from both 

depreciation and market conditions over the short- and medium-term and, hence, it is 

difficult to draw conclusions about the former from the total income series [4]. Figure 1 

further illustrates this effect, displaying in real terms the changes in income against a 

market rental growth series. It is also interesting to note that the real total income of the 

sample fails to grow from 1993 onwards. 

 

Figure 1: Total Income from the study sample compared with rental growth: 1984-2003 
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Rental growth series source: CBRE (2006) UK Prime Rent and Yield Monitor 
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The analysis also shows the proportions of income taken up by different categories of 

expenditure. Around 10% of the gross income in each year was used for revenue 

expenditure, a proportion that has grown slightly but has generally been stable over the 

period. In the case of capital expenditure, though, the proportion varies quite significantly 

between years, with it accounting for around 5% of gross income in some years, but up 

to 30% in 1989 [5]. This means that net cash flow varies considerably around its average 

level of 80% of gross income. High levels of gearing could then further exacerbate this 

net income volatility. 

 

At a sector level, some differences between property types emerge. Table II shows that 

offices have received the most expenditure out of income and industrial properties the 

least over the period. The perhaps surprising place of industrials in this ranking is 

probably related to the type of industrial properties held by institutional investors – 

modern light industrial and warehousing premises rather than factories and sites for 

heavy industry. Meanwhile, offices have not only required most expenditure, but have 

also shown the greatest volatility in expenditure and net cash flow. Twice during the 

period, the net cash flow of the office properties was less than 50% of their gross 

income. Yet, despite this higher rate of spending, offices have experienced the highest 

rates of (post-expenditure) rental depreciation, a result found by IPF (2005a), Baum 

(1991) and CEM (1999). 

 

Table II – Sample sizes, rental depreciation and net cash flow by property type 

 

 Shops Offices Industrials 

    
Sample 339 165 120 
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Rental depreciation 

% p.a. 

0.1% 1.0% 0.6% 

    

Net income as a % of gross income   

Average 92% 90% 94% 

    

Net cash flow as a % of gross income   

Average 81% 75% 86% 

Minimum reduction 90% 88% 95% 

Maximum reduction 67% 42% 66% 

Depreciation rates source: IPF (2005a). 

 

The sector balance of a UK REIT can, therefore, further influence its distributable 

income and its exposure to depreciation. However, before concluding that an office REIT 

will be most severely affected of all, it should be remembered that depreciation may 

strike property types differently in the future to how it has done in the past. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

This paper has set out to explore issues relating to the effects of depreciation on the 

income and distributions of a UK REIT. Such considerations are important in assessing 

how they will perform and whether the UK REIT market is likely to be successful. The 

rules for UK REITs announced in the Finance Act 2006 appear to give them flexibility in 

portfolio and, hence, depreciation management. However, depreciation will still affect the 

returns of such vehicles through its effects on income received and cash flow, the extent 

of the impact depending on factors such as the size of the vehicle, the properties it holds 

and the causes of depreciation at any one time. 
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Investors in and analysts of UK REITs should be interested in these effects because of 

the close link between cash flow and distributions in a REIT structure. Their potential 

impact may be explored through reference to the experience of other vehicles, but in 

looking to the US for lessons, where REITs have been established for many years, few 

conclusions can be drawn. This is because of differences in accounting regimes which, 

for US Equity REITs, can cause net income to be much lower than net cash flow and so 

allow more discretion in distribution policy. Even if these did not exist, though, structural 

differences between the two markets may make UK properties more prone to building 

depreciation, although greater restrictions in land supply may, conversely, support the 

values of their sites. 

 

Therefore, this paper has also examined income and expenditure on UK properties to 

see what lessons might be learned. Although the dataset has a number of limitations, 

these are such that the results are likely to understate rather than overstate the costs of 

depreciation for a portfolio. The analysis demonstrates the importance of expenditure on 

properties, hitherto left out of empirical depreciation measurement in the property 

literature. Capital expenditure, in particular, reduces income available for distribution and 

could be a source of volatility from year to year, making ‘high and stable’ cash flow 

perhaps less stable than investors expect. 
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Notes 

[1] Although International Accounting Standards outline both cost and fair value 

approaches to accounting for property investments (IASC, 2000), the UK 

government has specifically legislated that UK REITS must use the fair value (i.e. 

market value) approach (Finance Act 2006, section 107(6)), consistent with 

previous UK rules for investment property (ICAEW, 1981). 

[2] It is, of course, possible for these changes to be positive or negative. 

[3] Devaney et al (2007), show average US lease terms in 2002 to be 5.8, 5.0 and 

3.6 years for the Retail, Office and Industrial sectors, compared to UK lengths in 

2002 of 9.8, 7.6 and 7.3 years respectively (BPF/IPD, 2004).  These are equal- 

rather than value-weighted averages as no US value-weighted figures were 

available to the authors. 

[4] There are several analytical difficulties in assessing the effect of depreciation on 

gross income. It has a different profile to rental values because of issues such as 

vacancies and lease structures. Rental depreciation rates will not, therefore, feed 

immediately though into income flows. Meanwhile, it is unclear how an 

appropriate income growth benchmark could be constructed. 

[5] These fluctuations show some cyclical relationship, the correlation with year on 

year changes in rental growth being 0.49. 
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Appendix 1 – Sector Level Income and Expenditure Results 

 

Table A1 – Income and expenditure for portfolio of shop properties held over the period 

1984-2003 (figures in millions) 

Year 
Total 
income 

IPD defined 
revenue 
expenditure 

Net 
income 

as % of 
gross 
income 

IPD defined 
capital 
expenditure 

Net cash 
flow 

as % of 
gross 
income 

        
1984 29.2 1.5 27.7 95% 3.4 24.4 83% 
1985 27.6 2.0 25.6 93% 4.0 21.6 78% 
1986 28.0 1.7 26.4 94% 6.1 20.3 72% 
1987 33.4 1.9 31.5 94% 4.5 27.0 81% 
1988 36.7 2.2 34.5 94% 9.2 25.3 69% 
1989 46.1 3.7 42.4 92% 9.7 32.7 71% 
1990 55.2 4.0 51.2 93% 3.4 47.8 87% 
1991 62.0 4.3 57.8 93% 6.8 51.0 82% 
1992 66.6 5.9 60.7 91% 4.6 56.1 84% 
1993 68.3 6.2 62.0 91% 0.3 61.7 90% 
1994 69.4 8.1 61.3 88% 3.6 57.7 83% 
1995 70.5 8.8 61.7 88% 0.6 61.1 87% 
1996 71.5 7.2 64.3 90% 1.8 62.5 87% 
1997 72.4 6.3 66.0 91% 5.6 60.5 84% 
1998 76.5 6.6 69.9 91% 9.1 60.8 79% 
1999 79.4 6.3 73.1 92% 6.7 66.3 84% 
2000 83.4 6.4 77.0 92% 21.3 55.7 67% 
2001 88.5 7.5 81.0 92% 7.3 73.7 83% 
2002 92.1 7.8 84.3 92% 10.4 73.8 80% 
2003 94.7 7.6 87.1 92% 5.1 82.0 87% 

Average    92%   81% 

 

 

Table A2 – Income and expenditure for portfolio of office properties held over the period 

1984-2003 (figures in millions) 

Year 
Total 
income 

IPD defined 
revenue 
expenditure 

Net 
income 

as % of 
gross 
income 

IPD defined 
capital 
expenditure 

Net cash 
flow 

as % of 
gross 
income 

        
1984 39.0 4.2 34.8 89% 7.8 27.0 69% 
1985 44.2 3.5 40.7 92% 12.1 28.6 65% 
1986 46.9 3.6 43.3 92% 5.9 37.4 80% 
1987 53.7 4.0 49.6 93% 8.5 41.2 77% 
1988 62.0 4.1 57.9 93% 7.5 50.4 81% 
1989 72.5 4.8 67.7 93% 36.9 30.8 42% 
1990 85.0 8.2 76.8 90% 9.3 67.4 79% 
1991 99.2 11.5 87.7 88% 7.4 80.2 81% 
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1992 100.3 11.7 88.7 88% 3.6 85.1 85% 
1993 106.1 16.5 89.7 84% 6.0 83.6 79% 
1994 104.7 12.3 92.4 88% 10.3 82.1 78% 
1995 99.4 11.8 87.6 88% 39.4 48.3 49% 
1996 104.5 10.6 94.0 90% 33.8 60.1 58% 
1997 107.3 12.4 94.9 88% 3.2 91.7 85% 
1998 103.7 13.4 90.3 87% 2.3 88.0 85% 
1999 108.0 10.8 97.3 90% 11.1 86.1 80% 
2000 109.9 10.0 99.9 91% 8.8 91.1 83% 
2001 119.1 10.2 108.9 91% 12.2 96.7 81% 
2002 123.1 13.1 110.0 89% 6.4 103.5 84% 
2003 129.7 13.2 116.5 90% 2.9 113.6 88% 

Average    90%   75% 

 

 

Table A3 – Income and expenditure for portfolio of industrial properties held over the 

period 1984-2003 (figures in millions) 

Year 
Total 
income 

IPD defined 
revenue 
expenditure 

Net 
income 

as % of 
gross 
income 

IPD defined 
capital 
expenditure 

Net cash 
flow 

as % of 
gross 
income 

        
1984 23.0 1.9 21.2 92% 1.5 19.7 86% 
1985 26.6 1.5 25.1 94% 1.2 24.0 90% 
1986 28.5 1.3 27.2 95% 0.2 27.0 95% 
1987 30.0 1.1 29.0 96% 0.9 28.1 94% 
1988 32.8 1.5 31.3 95% 2.4 28.9 88% 
1989 36.5 1.6 34.9 96% 0.8 34.1 93% 
1990 41.5 1.9 39.6 96% 0.2 39.4 95% 
1991 47.5 2.7 44.8 94% 1.2 43.5 92% 
1992 49.7 4.4 45.3 91% 0.0 45.2 91% 
1993 52.5 3.0 49.5 94% 1.3 48.2 92% 
1994 53.3 3.1 50.2 94% 15.3 34.9 66% 
1995 54.5 3.4 51.2 94% 1.1 50.1 92% 
1996 56.3 4.5 51.8 92% 0.9 50.9 90% 
1997 63.2 2.7 60.5 96% 4.6 55.8 88% 
1998 55.8 3.6 52.3 94% 2.7 49.6 89% 
1999 55.7 4.1 51.6 93% 10.7 40.9 73% 
2000 57.1 3.4 53.7 94% 3.2 50.5 88% 
2001 61.1 3.8 57.2 94% 17.0 40.2 66% 
2002 65.5 5.0 60.5 92% 8.1 52.4 80% 
2003 63.2 5.1 58.2 92% 9.6 48.6 77% 

Average    94%   86% 
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